
North East
Tech Companies

If you want a career in the Tech Sector, you can be very successful right here in the North East!
Here are just some of the great companies that are based here. 

Accenture is a leading global
professional services

company, providing a broad
range of services and
solutions in strategy,

consulting, digital,
technology and operations.

Opencast is a highly skilled
and fast-growing technology

consultancy.

Enigma are a specialist
digital development agency,

designing things such as
apps, websites and online
services for their clients. 

Tombola is a British
gambling company and 
 produce original bingo
software and games,

created by an in-house
development team. They are  
one of the largest employers
of game and web developers
in the north east of England.

Tharsus are experts in
robotics and automation.
Their team of innovators,
engineers and problem-

solvers are leaders in
robotics technology and all

aspects of automation.
 

XR Therapeutics offer a
unique virtual reality

treatment which help reduce
anxieties and treat phobias
for children, young people

and adults. 
Nosebleed Interactive is an

independent studio based in
Newcastle. Their staff are all
gamers, passionate about
playing and making great
games and entertainment

software. 
 

 Redu delivers high volume
incremental sales for brands

and retailers via social,
mobile and data driven

affiliate marketing.

Based in the North East, New
World Designs is a creative

agency focused on
immersive media. They were

an early pioneer of
commercial bullet time

photography in the UK where
“Matrix style” scenes
separate time and

movement to deliver unique
visuals..

Sage is the market leader for
integrated accounting,
payroll, and payment

systems, supporting the
ambition of the world’s

entrepreneurs. 

Animmersion helps their
clients to create the ultimate

digital experience. Their
services include Animation,
Virtual Interactive Events, VR
and AR, Holograms and UX.

 

Armatus Oceanic provides
expert consultancy for high-

profile projects through
scientific research,

technology and
communications focused on

the deep ocean and other
extreme marine frontiers.


